Fun in the Sun this Winter with Encounters Travel
November 28, 2011
Newly launched, Encounters Travel offer
great value, small group adventure tours to
some of the world’s most exciting
destinations. Whether a solo traveller, a
couple or holidaying with a group of friends,
the tours incorporate a real mix of culture,
history and awe-inspiring sites in sundrenched destinations that guarantee
adventure this winter. Options for sun and
culture include:
THAILAND, Jungles & Beaches: 11 days
from £725
Thailand Beaches

The perfect mix of sunshine, activity and
culture, this tour of Thailand begins in the bustling capital Bangkok, then heads south to explore the
rainforests of Khao Sok National Park to experience river canoeing and jungle walks while staying in
unique tree houses and raft houses, and ending with four nights relaxing on the beautiful island of Ko
Samui.
Prices for 2012 start from £725 per person from December to April 2012 to include airport transfers
from/to Bangkok, varied accommodation in hotels, tree houses, raft houses and an overnight train on
a mixed-board basis, travel by train, plane, bus and ferry, all entrance fees as well as a local tour
guide during sightseeing and activities.
ISRAEL, Holy Land Journey: 8 days from £800
This trip through the fascinating country of Israel spends time in modern-day Tel Aviv, the ancient
town of Acre, Tiberias, Masada and Bethlehem, the divine city of Nazareth and tours the intricate
alleyways of Jerusalem. Along the way guests visit many important religious sites and monuments as
well as trips to the Dead Sea and Sea of Galilee.
Prices for 2012 start from £800 per person to include airport transfers from/to Tel Aviv,
accommodation in hotels on a bed and breakfast basis throughout, all national park entry and
entrance fees, a cap, map and an expert local guide during touring days.
SUDAN, Hidden Treasures: 9 days from £1,399
For those with a real sense of adventure, Sudan offers a completely unique travel experience and is
tipped to be a ‘hot’ destination for 2012. Follow in the footsteps of ancient civilisations on this tour
through Sudan visiting the capital Khartoum and the old souk of Omdurman before crossing the
Nubian desert in search of the lost pyramids and temples of the Nile Valley.
Prices for 2012 start from £1,399 per person to include airport transfers from/to Khartoum, varied
accommodation in hotels, camps and in a traditional Nubian homestay on a mixed-board basis, an
experienced local guide and private transportation throughout.
Prices do not include international flights. Contact Encounters Travel ( www.encounterstravel.com /
0800 088 6002). Facebook: www.facebook.com/encounterstravel/ Twitter: @encounterstravl
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